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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be an aftine Lie algebra over the field of comlplex numbers C, and 
H be a Cartan subalgebra of X. Denote by A the set of roots of X with 
respect to H, and choose a system (cQ,, . . . . a,} of simple roots in A. Let A + 
be the corresponding positive system. Let (., .) be a nonzero invariant 
symmetric bilinear form on X, and identify H with its dual H* via (., a). 
We normalize this form so that the square length of a long root of X is 2. 
We say that 1 E H is dominant integral if (2, hi) E N for i = 0, ,.., n, 
where h, = 2ai/(ai, q). 
For a X-module V and Iz E H, the corresponding weight space is 
V,={u~Vlhhu=((l,h)uforallh~H} (0.1) 
and A is a weight if I’, is nonzero space. The nonzero vectors of V are 
called the J-weight vectors. 
A highest weight vector u in a X-module V is a weight vector such that 
X,.u=O for all EEA,, and V is a highest weight module if it is generated 
by a highest weight vector. Its weight is called the highest weight of V. 
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A standard X-module V is an irreducible highest weight X-module with a 
dominant integral highest weight A. 
In 1978, J. Lepowsky and R. L. Wilson constructed the simplest standard 
module, i.e., the basic module for the simplest affine algebra A\‘). This 
module can be identified with a polynomial ring with infinitely many 
variables, and A 1’) can be realized as a Lie algebra of differential operators 
acting on it [S]. This eventually led to much more constructions of the 
higher lever standard A\‘) -modules and interpretations of these construc- 
tions by means of combinatorial identities [4, 6-101. The concept of 
“Z-operators” [6, 81 plays a fundamental role in these works. 
In [12, 131, using Z-operators, K. C. Misra constructed some standard 
modules for AL’) and CL’]. 
Their method is first to decompose a given standard module L as 
K@ 52,, where K is an irreducible module for the Heisenberg subalgebra E’ 
and Q, is the vacuum space for g’ in L (see Section 4). Then Z-operators 
are constructed which commute with the action of E’ on L. Since in basic 
representation, Z-operators have perfect forms, and furthermore any stan- 
dard module can be considered as a submodule of tensor product of basic 
modules, the Z-operators on standard module inherit the perfect forms of 
Z-operators on basic modules and have some good properties, This leads 
to certain commutation relations of Z-operators which are independent of 
the generalized commutation relations. By these commutation relations the 
actions of Z-operators on 4, can be described exactly and the basis of 8, 
is obtained. In fact, the strcucture of L as the module for given alYme 
algebra is determined by the structure of 52, as Z-operators-module. 
Unfortunately, the method introduced above is limited at present to 
studying the standard modules. This is because nonstandard modules can- 
not be obtained by the tensor product of basic modules and lose some 
good properties that standard modules have. Certainly, it is very difficult to 
find the relations which are different from the generalized commutation 
relations of Z-operators on nonstandard modules. 
In [ 11, A. J. Feingold and I. B. Frenkel first gave the structure of some 
nonstandard irreducible highest weight modules for Ci’) by means of Weyl 
algebras. Their idea came from quantum and statistical mechanics. 
In this paper, we investigate the algebras Z, of the nonstandard 
irreducible highest weight modules for CL’) studied in [1] and determine 
the basis of the vacuum spaces of Heisenberg subalgebras. Since 
Z-operators are too crude to describe the module structure, we introduce 
so-called “relined Z-operators” in which there exists an analog of the 
generalized commutation relations. Furthermore the Z-operators can be 
expressed as infinite sums of products of refined Z-operators, with which 
we can easily find the spanning set of the vacuum space. We already know 
tht it is not enough to find the basis of the vacuum space by only the 
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generalized commutation relations. In order to find new relations of 
Z-operators, we study the relations between Heisenberg subalgebra and 
relined Z-operators. Although the new relations we obtain cannot be 
expressed in terms of generating functions, they are simple and useful. Our 
proof on linear independence of the basis is based on these relations. 
The study of the structure of the nonstandard A\‘)-modules is the main 
work of the paper. The study of the structure of the nonstandard 
Ci’)-modules is equivalent to the study of nonstandard modules for (A\‘))“. 
Thus our results on Ci’) can be thought to be a corollary of the resuls we 
obtain on A’,‘). 
2. WEYL ALGEBRAS AND C, 
In Sections 2 and 3, we briefly introduce some results and some 
notations of [ 1 ] that we need. 
Let (. ( .) denote a nondegenerate antisymmetric bilinear form on a 2 C’“. 
Let a = a, + a*, ai E C” be a polarization into maximal isotropic subspaces. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The associative algebra with unit 1 generated by the 
elements of a subject to the relation uu - uu = (ulv) is called an inlinite- 
dimensional Weyl algebra, denoted as A(n). 
Let ul, . . . . uk be the vectors of a. For x = ui ul.. . uk in A(n), we call k the 
degree of x. Set A(n), = (x E A(n) 1 the degree of x is k). Clearly, we have 
A(n)= OkcN A(n), and A(n),A(n),,cA(n),+,. Thus A(n) is a graded 
algebra by this gradation. 
Naturally, A(n) becomes a Le algebra with bracket [A, B] = AB - BA, 
A, BE A(n). Using identity 
[AB, CD] = A(BIC) D + A(BID) C+ B(AjC) D + B(AID) C (2.1) 
we see that the subspace of quadratic elements is closed under the Lie 
operation. 
For u, v in a, we define the “normally ordered” quadratic expression 
:uu: = 4( uu + vu). (2.2) 
We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The Lie algebra obtained by taking all normally 
ordered quadratic expressions :uu: for u, u in a is C,. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The Lie subalgebra of C, spanned by all :uu: for u in 
a1 and u in a2 is gl(n). 
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Now, we define a symmetric nondegenerate invariant bilinear form (., .) 
on C,. 
(:r,f-$3 :s,s*:) = - (rlMr2lsl) + (r,ls,)(r*lsz) (2.3) 
for rl, rz, sl, s2 in a. 
Let (aill<i<n} be a basis of a1 and let {a*[1 <i<n} be the dual 
basis of a2 so we have 
(ai~uj)=(a~lu,~)=o 
(UiIUj+ -(ai*IuJ=Su 
1 <i,j,<n. (2.4) 
Then 
1 c:aiuj: + 1 C :uiuj*: + 1 @:a*$: (2.5) 
I<iCj<n lQi,jQn I<isj<n 
is a root space decomposition of C, with respect to the Cartan subalgebra 
h spanned by 
{hi= -:uiu~:~l<i<n}. (2.6) 
Let {E,, . . . . E,} be the basis of h* dual to (h,, . . . . h,}. SO si(hj) = 6,. From 
(2.3) we have (hi, hi) = (q, sj) = 6,. 
The correspondence of root spaces with roots is as follows: 
@ :u,uj: ++ (Ei + Ej) 
a=-u*u,%+ -(Ei+Ej) . I 
c :u,u,*: - (Ei - Ej). 
(2.7) 
3. STRUCTURE OF C!j) 
Let a = a1 + a2 and (.I.) be as defined in Section 2. For each element u in 
a, and each integer m, let u(m) the corresponding element in ax H. Let 
A(n) be the associative algebra with unit 1 generated by the vector space 
a x Z, and defined by the relations 
u(m)u(k)-l)(k)u(m)=(uIu)Bm,--k. 
for each couple u(m), u(k) of elements of a x Z. 
(3.1) 
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We define the normal ordering of a quadratic expression to be 
/ 
u(m) u(k) k>m 
x(m) u(k): = $(u(m) u(k) + u(k)u(m)) k=m (3.2) 
u(k) u(m) k-cm 
and we have 
x(k) u(m): = x(m) u(k):. (3.3) 
For a sequence (u(m)),,, of elements of a x Z, and for a formal variable 
5, we call the formal expression 
u(C)= C u(m) 5” (3.4) 
me+ 
a generating function. For two generating functions u(ri) and u(rz) we 
define the normally ordered product 
a(<,) ~(5~): = 1 x(m) u(k): <y<:. 
m.kcZ 
(3.5) 
If 5, = t2 = c, we have 
X(t) = :u(<) u(t): = c 1 :u(m) u(k- m): tk (3.6) 
which defines the kth homogeneous component 
X(k) = x(t) u(<):k = 1 :u(m) u(k - m):. (3.7) 
mez 
We call the generators 
{u(m)luoa,m>O} u {u(0)~u~al} 
annihilation operators, and 
(3-g) 
{u(m)Iu~a,m<O}u (u(0)luea2} (3.9) 
creation operators. Let V(n) be a simple A(n)-module containing a nonzero 
vector u0 called “vacuum vector” which is killed by all annihilation 
operators. Then 
0) = A(n) uo, (3.10) 
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and it decomposes into even and odd subspaces 
V(n) = P(n) + V’(n) (3.11) 
according to the parity of the number of creation operators applied to u0 in 
monomial expression. Note that for any vector u in V(n), only finitely 
many terms from (3.7) can make nonzero contribution to X(k) u. So X(k) 
is a well-defined operator on V(n). Also note that because X(k) is 
composed of quadratic expressions, the even and odd spaces of V(n) are 
preserved by these operators. 
For Xi = :r, r2:, X, = :sisZ:, r,, r2, si, s2 in a, set X, = [Xi, X2]. Then we 
have 
[X,(m), X,(k)1 =X3@ + k) - mw, 7 X2) &II-k. (3.12) 
Thus the identity operator and all components of ~(5) u(5): for U, u in a 
span a Lie algebra Cl]. 
In the following we will review the root system of C!‘) [2, 111. Let 
h i, . . . . h, be the basis of Cartan subalgebra h of C, defined in Section 2. 
Then the Cartan subalgebra h of Cki) has basis (h,, . . . . h,, c, d} such that 
(hi, h,) = (hi, d) = (c, c) = (d, d) = 0 
(c, d) = 1. 
(3.13) 
Let the dual basis of h* be (si, . . . . E,, C, a}. Then the root system of Ck’) is 
as follows: 
A={mdf(~i+~j),mdf2~i,kdlldi,j~n,i<j,m~Z,O#k~Z). 
(3.14) 
The simple root system is 
{aO=d-2&,,a,=El-&2,...,a,_,=&,_,-&,,a,=2&,}. (3.15) 
Set 
Di(<)=+- 1 1 (m-k/2) :Ui(m)U,*(k-m): &jk, 
keZ meZ 
O(t)= i Di(th 
i= 1 
hi(g)= - C C :ai(m)aT(k-m): ck, 
k.zE moZ 
(3.16) 
h(t)= i hi(t)* 
i=l 
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We are making the following identification: 
hi = hi(O), 
c= -1, 
d = D(0). 
(3.17) 
The following four theorems are due to A. Feingold and I. Frenkel. 
THEOREM 3.1 (cf. Cl]). c, d and all components of:u({) u(t):for u, u in 
a as operators on V(n) span Lie algebra Ci’). 
THEOREM 3.2 (cf. [ 1 I). c, d and all components of ~(5) v(5): for u in a, 
and v in a2 as operators on V(n) span a Lie subalgebra g/(n)(‘) of C!,'. 
THEOREM 3.3 (cf. [I]). For n > 2, both P’(n) and V’(n) are irreducible 
highest weight modules for CA') with the highest weights -l/2&,, + n/M, 
0 n-1 - 3126, + n/8d and the highest weight vectors uO, a,*(O) u,, where di is 
determined by the conditions 2(Gi, aj)/(aj, aj) = 6, for i, j = 0, . . . . n. 
THEOREM 3.4 (cf. [ 11). As the gl(n)“‘-module, V(n) has an irreducible 
decomposition 
V(n)= @ I/(nlk, 
keZ 
(3.18) 
where 
V(n)k= <ail(m,).*.a,(m,)a~(n,)...a,jn,) uOIs- t=k, 
ip, i, E { 1, . . . . n};ni,mjEZ,ni<O,mj<O) (3.19) 
which is the eigenspace of h(0) with eigenvalue (k - 4). 
Remark. Since (a,,, aO) = 4, (f) c is the canonical central element of Ckl). 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let g be an atTme Kac-Moody algebra with canonical 
central element c and L(n) be an irreducible highest weight module for f. 
Then c acts on Z.(n) as a scalar (/i, c) ZLcnY We call (-4, c) the “level” of 
g-module L(n) [2]. 
From the remark, Definition 3.5, and Theorem 3.3 we get the following 
proposition immediately. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. V”(n), V’(n) are nonstandard irreducible highest 
weight modules for C!‘) with level - f. 
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Finally, we give the homogeneous character formula of V(n). 
Let g be a finite-dimentional semisimple Lie algebra. Denote 8 as the 
afhne algebra corresponding to g. Let V be a g-module such that 
V= @, V, with Vk= {LIE V(du=ko}. If we identify xeg with x(O)~g, 
then Vk is preserved by g. We define the homogeneous character of V to be 
ch(V)=xch(V,)q-‘=~~dirn Vk,vepq-k, (3.20) 
k k fi 
where p runs through the weight lattice of g and vk,p is the p-weight space 
of v,. 
THEOREM 3.7 (cf. Cl]). 
&( V(n)) =qeni8 e1120fl i fi (1 - qkest)-‘(l - qk-*eBE’)-‘, (3.21) 
i-1 k=l 
where o, is determined by the conditions 2(0,, uj)/(uj, aj) = 6,, 1 ,< j,< n. 
4. THE ALGEBRA Z v  AND GENERALIZED COMMUTATION RELATIONS 
We first define the homogeneous Heisenberg subalgebra 6’ of Ci’). 
Fi’= (h(m)(m#O, hEh)@G; (4.1) 
i.e., 6’ consists of imaginary root spaces and center. We need more sub- 
algebras of 6. 
6, = (h(m)(hEh,m>O), 
K- = (h(m)lhEh,m<O), 
6,,= (h(O)(h~h)@Cc@Cd, 
K+=K+@l K,. 
Let V be a vector space over the field of complex number @, and let PI,~ 
(r, s E Z) be a family of operators acting on V. Then for k E 2, the family 
{A,,, r+s=k) (4.4) 
is summable on V if for any u in V, the set 
((r, s)lr+s=k, A,su#O} (4.5) 
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is a finite set. Put 
f(51,5*)= 1 A&G (4.6) 
r,seZ 
with commutation indeterminates t1 and t2. We shall say that the limit 
lim f(L t2) 
5, --t i, (4.7) 
exists if for any k E Z the set (4.4) is summable on V, and the limit equals 
lim f(tl, t2)= c A,<‘, 6-C YCZ 
where 
A, = 1 A,,. 
s+,=r 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Introduce the formal Laurent series in 5: 
J(C)= c 5j, 
jcH 
(4.10) 
OS(() = C jr’. 
jcZ 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let V be a vector space and A,, (r, SE Z) be the 
operators on V such that for any k E Z the family { A,lr + s = k} is sum- 
mable. Let f (5,) r2) be as above. Then 
where 
DifIS19 52)=ti(Wati)(t13 t2) i= 1,2. (4.12) 
The proof is obvious. 
481/120/2-S 
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Let @ be the set of roots of C,. Now choose root vectors in C, as 
follows: 
x 6, + E, = :aiaj: l<i<j<n, 
x =8-e, = :a,a,+: l<i,j<n,i#j, (4.13) 
X- _ =.a?,?. E, 6, . r , . 1 bi< j<n. 
For rp, $, cp + Ic/ E 0, we define E((P, rc/) E @” (the set of nonzero complex 
number) by relation 
cx,, &I =d(P, $1 xq+ti. (4.14) 
For u, v in a, X = XV: in C,, we define 
X(5) = :45) 45):. (4.15) 
In the following we will describe Lie operation of Ck’) by generating 
functions. 
Cd) 
where D = <a/&$, 
(e) 
Let h E h. We define 
cc, g-J = 0. (4.20) 
E+ (h, 4) = exp - C h(i) ti/i 
is-0 > 
E-(h, <)=exp( 1 h(-i)ei/i) 
i>O 
(4.21) 
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and for cp E @ we define 
a% 5) = E-t% 5) X,wE+(4b 0. 
Let Zj(rp) be the coefficient of 5’ in Z(cp, <). Then we have 
(4.22) 
Z(cpv 0 = c zjw 5’. (4.23) 
jEH 
Clearly, Z,(t) is a well-defined operator on V(n). In fact 
zj(cP) vpc vp+q+jd; (4.24) 
i.e., Z,(q) has operator degree cp +jd. We call Z,(q) Z-operator. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let Z;,,, denote the subalgebra of End( V(n)) 
generated by hu (Z,(q) cp E @, je E} and ZVcn) the subalgebra of 
End( V(n)) generated by Z;,,, and d. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let cp, I) E @, h E h, i E Z. We have 
(4 
[h(i), E-(cp, t), = 
i 
;t-ith, qJE-(% 5) i>O 
i<O, 
(4.25) 
(b) 
Ch(i), E+(cp, 5)] = 
I 
05i(h’ ‘) E+(~y ‘) i<O 
i>O, 
(4.26) 
(cl E+(cp, (1) X,(L) = (1 - W52P7~)X&2) E+(cp, <I), (4.27) 
Cd) X,(L) E-t+, &I= (1 - t,/W+‘~~ E-f& 52) X,&h (4.28) 
(e) E+h 5,) E-W, L) = U-WW’+‘*~) E-M L) E+(cp, 5,). (4.29) 
Pro05 We only prove (e) and the proofs of remaining relations are 
similar. 
[ 
- iFo v(i) WA C tit -A 5;jh 
j>O I 
= -(%11/)l~g(l-51/t;*). 
When AB commutes with A, B, exp A exp B = exp[B, A] exp B exp A. 
Thus we get (e). 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let i # 0, h E h, j E H, p E @. Then 
[h(i), Zj(cP)l= 0. 
Proof: For i > 0, we have 
[h(i), Z(cp, 01 
= [h(i), E-(cp, 01 x,(t) E+(cp, 5) 
+E-(cp, t)Ch(i), XJc31 E+(R t) 
= -(k 40) ~-‘E-((P, 5) K+&W+(rp, 0 
+ (k rp) C-‘E-(v, 0 x,(t) E+(cp> 0 
= 0. 
There is a similar proof for the case i < 0. 
We define the vacuum space of V(n) to be 
Q vcn)= {UE V(n)lE+v=O}. 
By Lemma 4.5 we have the following proposition. 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
PROPOSITION 4.6. !JYcn) is a Z.~,,,-module. 
Let C( - 1) be the one-dimensional Pi+-module with action as follows: 
x=0 x&+@h@@d 
c= -1. 
(4.32) 
Then the induced module 
W-l)= umo.,,+)c(-l) 
is an irreducible g-module, and it is also simple as k’-module. 
We have the following linear isomorphism: 
(4.33) 
4-l)OQ.,n,+ V(n) 
(U@l)@WHUW. 
If we define an action A of Cj,l) on K( - 1) @ 52 ,,(nj such that 
n(c) = - 1 
Ir(d)=d@l+l@d 
7t(x)=x@ 1 XEE’ 
x(h)=l@h hEh 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
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rr(X,(m)) is defined by 
then K(-l)@fia.,,, becomes a Cj,‘)-module and (4.34) gives an 
isomorphism of C!,‘)-modules V(n) and K( - l)@ Q,,, (see [3,4]). Hence 
we can determine the structure of CL’)-module V(n) by studying Z,,(.,- 
module 52 v(nj 
Finally, we will give the generalized commutation relations of Zvc,,. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let q, JI E CD. Then 
Proof 
Then the theorem follows (4.16). 
In the next sections we find the relations in ZV(,,) which are different 
from the generalized commutation relation. For this we introduce the 
“relined algebra” RZ ". 
5. REFINED ALGEBRA RZ, AND VACUUM SPACES 
Before defining the relined algebra RZV, we first discuss the operation 
relations of the elements of CA’) and q(m), a’(m) for i = 1, . . . . n, m E Z. Set 
xii = X,, + E I = :aiaj: i<j 
x5 = X,, - E, = :a,a,? i#j (5.1) 
x**=x r/ --Ei-E, = :a*a*’ I , * i < j. 
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LEMMA 5.1. 
(4 xy(5) = 4tl) q(5) i<j 
x$(5) = 45) uj5) i#j (5.2) 
x:*(r) =4+(l) q(t) i6 j, 
Lemma 5.1 follows from the definitions and relation [ai( uF(12)] = 
&451/t*). 
LEMMA 5.2. 
(4 [hi(k), Uj(m)] =d,jUj(k+m) 
[hi(k) q(m)] = - 6&(k + m), 
(5.5) 
Chtk)9 uj(m)l = uj(k + m) 
(b) (5.6) [h(k), u/+(m)] = - uyc + m), 
Cd3 uj(m)l =muj(m) (5.7) 
(cl 
Cd, ai*( = mui*( 
Proof. (a) Let k # 0. Then 
ui(P) a?(4) = u*(q) ui(P) for p+q=k. 
Thus 
Chitkh ui(m)l = - C C”i(P) a:(q), ai( 
P+q=k 
P.4 E 2 
= Ui(k + m). 
If k=O, then 
hi(O) = $(u,(O) ai* + u?(O) a,(0 )) + 1 (a,( -m) u*(m) + a,*( -m) u,(m)). 
mso 
rnEE 
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However, 
so we also have 
Clearly, if i #j, [h,(k), uj(m)] = 0. 
Another relation of (a) and (c) can be treated similarly, and (b) follows 
(a). 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 describe the relations of elements of Cir) and the 
generators of A(n). We see that they are very useful. 
By generating functions, Lemma 5.2 can be written as 
(a) 
(b) 
(cl 
Ch(k)v uj(t)l = 5-kuj(5) 
CW), qwl = - 5-kq(r), 
Cd9 uj(t)l = D”j(5) 
[d, q(t)1 = q(5). 
(5.8) 
Now we are in a position to define relined Z-operators. Set 
za,(t)=E-(hi7 5) ui(t) E+(hiv t)  
zo~(t)=E-(-hi, 0 u*(5) E+(-hi, 0 
i = 1, . . . . n. (5.9) 
Let Z,,(j) and Z,;(j) denote respectively the coefficients of <j in Z,,(r) and 
Z,;( 0. Then 
z,;(t) = c Z,,(j) 4’ 
jcH 
(5.10) 
z,:(r)= c Z,:(i) 5j. 
jcH 
Clearly, Z,,(j), Z,;(j) are well-defined operators on V(n), and Z,(j) has 
operator degree si + ja, Z,;(j) has operator degree - si + ja. 
Remark. 
ZJO) ug = Ui(O) ug, Z,;(O) ug = u?(O) ug i = 1, . . . . n. (5.11) 
We call operators Z,(j), Z,;(j) refined Z-operators. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. Refined Z-operators centralize the action of Heisen- 
berg subalgebra fi’. In fact, QvC,, is invariant under the actions of refined 
Z-operators. 
Proof We need only to prove that refined Z-operators commute with 
the actions of h,(m) for m E Z, m # 0 and i = 1, . . . . n. 
Evidently, if i # j, 
[k(m), Z,(k)1 = 0. 
Assume m > 0. We have 
Chi(m)v Z,(t)1 
= Ck(mh E-(hi, cl)1 ai(t) E+(hiv 5) + E-(hi, OCMm), ai E+(hi, t) 
= - (hi, hi) tprnEp(hi, 5) 40 E+(hi, 5) + C”E-(hi, 5) a,(t) E+(hi, t) 
= 0. 
The proofs of other cases are similar. 
From Proposition 5.3 we see that between the actions of refined 
Z-operators and Heisenberg subalgebra, commutativity still holds. This 
enables us to replace Z-operators with refined Z-operators. We find that 
the main properties of Z-operators are preserved by refined Z-operators. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Denote the associative subalgebra of End( V(n)) 
generated by h u {Z,(m), Z,,.(m)! 1 <i< n, m E Z} as RZ;,,,. We call 
algebra RZ.,,, generated by RZ>(,,, and d the refined algebra. 
Before we give the generalized commutation relations in RZ,, we discuss 
the relations of hi(O), 1 < i < n, d and refined Z-operators. 
LEMMA 5.5. 
(4 [hi(O), z,(m)1 = Joz,(mh 
(b) [hi(O), z,;(m)1 = -6&,(m), 
(cl Cd z,(m)1 = mZ,(m), 
(d) Cd, &,4m)l = m&,+(m). 
Proof: (a) For i # j, the relation is obvious; for i = j, we have 
Chj(O), Z,(t)1 =E-(hj, t)Chj(Oh aj(<)l E+(hj, t) 
=E-(hj, 5) aj(5) E+(hj, t) 
= zajt 5 ). 
The proofs of (b), (c), (d) are similar. 
(5.12) 
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For convenience we introduce the following notations. 
Z,(5) = Z&h 
z*(r) = z,#Fw, 
z&5)=Z(hi+hj9 0, 
z5(5)=Z(hi-hj, 513 
z~*(~)=z(-hi-hj, 0. 
LEMMA 5.6. 
(d) E-( +ji, ,&) @(t2) = {“Tci;2) E-(+hi’ ‘I) 
(1-5,/52)*‘uj*(52)E-(fhi, <I) 
Proof. (a) Set 
X = - C hi(m)/m5;“. 
mso 
Then 
for i # j, so we have 
E+(hi, 5,)uj(r,)=uj(r2)E+(hi, 51) 
in this case. If i = j, we have 
Lx9 ai(t2)1= - C l/m 5~t~Chi(m), ui(k)l 
m>o 
m.ksb 
(5.13) 
i#j 
i = j, 
i#j 
i = j, 
i#.i 
i= j, 
i#j 
i = j. 
(5.14) 
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Therefore 
Thus 
The proofs of the other cases are similar. 
Having these preparations, we can prove the generalized commutation 
relations in RZ ,+). 
THEOREM 5.7. 
(4 zi(tl) zj(t2>-Zj(t2) zi(tl)=” 
z~(~,)z,*(5~)-zj*(52)z*(~l)=o i#j, (5.15) 
zY51) ZjG) - Zj(52) z+Y<l) =o 
(b) 
(1-~l/~Z)-‘zi(51)zi(~*)-(1-52/~l)-’zi(52)zi(~l)=o 
(1 - Ww’zYr,) &Ye*, - (1 - w~l)-‘zw ZFYr,) = 0 (5.16) 
t1 -51/t2) zi(51) zi*(52)-(1 -52/51) zY(r,)zi(5,)=s(r,/r*). 
Proof: For (a), the relations are obvious. So we need prove only (b). 
=E-(hiT 51) ai E+(hi9 (1) E-(hi9 52) ai(t*) E+(hiv t2) 
=(1-51/52) E-(hi9 51JE-thi9 52)ai(tl)ai(<2) E+(hi, tllE+fhis 52). 
(1 - cx*Y&(51) Z,(L)-- (1 - WW’&(~*) &(tl) 
=E-(hi, 51) E-(hi, 52)Cai(t1)3 ai(t*)l E+(hiY tl) E+(hi9 t*) 
= 0. 
We can similarly prove the rest of the relations of (b). 
The following corollary will establish the relations of refined Z-operators 
and Z-operators. 
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COROLLARY 5.8. 
(a) zij(t)=zi(t)zj(5) 
z$(t)=zi(5) zj*(t) i# j, (5.17) 
q*(r) = z*(r) zjw 
(b) Z,,(5) = /ml (l- tl/t2)-‘zi(tl) zi(t2) 
I-+ (5.18) 
Z?*(t) = fml (1 - t,/t2)-‘Z3t,) V(L). 
,- 
Proof. The relations of (a) are clear. To prove (b), we recall the proof 
of (5.16). We see that 
Thus 
For Z:*(l), we have the similar proof. 
So far we have found the meaning of Zi(m), Z,*(m). They have main 
properties of Z-operators. However, they are finer than Z-operators. This is 
why we call Z(m), Z*(m) refined Z-operators. 
Now, we give the component forms of (5.17), (5.18). 
(4 z&m)= 1 zi(P) zj(q) 
p+q=m 
Z$(m)= 1 zi(P)zi*(4) i# j, 
p+q=m 
z:*(m) = 1 6%) Zi*M 
p+q=?Pl 
(b) 
z:*(m)= 1 1 z:(p-j)zi*(q+j)* 
p+y=mj>o 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
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From (5.16) we know that for any p, q E 2 
1 Zi(P -i) zitq + 3 = c Zdq - A ZAP + A 
ia j30 
(5.21) 
c ZQJ -A Z(q + j) = c Z(q -A -GYP + A. 
j20 
Therefore (b) can be rewritten as 
j20 
2 p +F= m  ,co zi(P -A zi(4 + A 
‘3 
q’P 
C Zi(m/2 -j) Z,(mf2 + j) 
jr0 
+2 C 1 ZAP--j)Zi(S+j) 
p+q=m j>O 
4’P 
2 C C GYP-j)Zi*(q+j) 
p+q=m jr0 
4’P 
C Zi*(m/2 -j) Z:(m/2 + j) 
jr0 
+2 C C WP-j)Z(q+A 
\ 
p+q=m j>O 
Y’P 
m odd 
m even 
m odd 
m even. 
(5.22) 
Now we can clearly see that the right sides of (5.20) are well-defined 
operators on V(n). 
We already know that there is a C!,‘)-module structure on 
a-l)@Q,n,. The following lemmas shows that K( - l)@ a,,,, can also 
be regarded as A(n)-module. 
LEMMA 5.9. Zf a,(m), a:(m) for i= 1, . . . . n and m E Z act on 
a--1)oQ.,n, according to the formulas 
ai(t)=E-(-hi, t) E+(-hi, <)@Zi(t) 
~F(t)=E-(hi, t)E+(hi, t)@Zzt(O, 
(5.23) 
then K( - 1) 03 Q V(m) becomes a A(n)-module. 
Proof: It su!Iices to show that the following relations 
ll”i(tl), aj(5*)1 =O 
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hold on K( - l)@Q,,,,. Keeping in mind (4.29) and (5.16), we have 
ui(~l)a*(t2)=E-(-hi~ <l)E+(-hi, tljE-fhi9 t21E+thiY t.7) 
Ozi(tl) z*(t*) 
= (*)@(1-51/52) zi(r,) Z?(52), 
a,*(r*)ai(r,)=(*)O(1-52/51)Z*(52)Zi(51), 
where 
Hence 
The other relations can be similarly done. 
Uing (4.34) and Lemma 5.9 we have 
COROLLARY 5.10. The correspondence 
is an isomorphism of A(n)-modules K( - 1) @ sZvC,,) and V(n), and 
a-l)OQ.,,, is u simple A(n)-module. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. 
sz v(n) = RZ v(n)uo = RZ’un,uo. (5.24) 
Proof Clearly K( - 1) &I RZ;,,,, o u is a submodule of K( - 1) @IQ v(nj 
(both regarded as A(n)-module); however, K( - 1)@)52,,,, is a simple 
A(n)-module, so we have K( - 1) @ Q v(nj = K( - 1) @ RZ;(,,u,. This means 
that Q.(,, = RZ;(,)uo, and the proposition follows. 
In the rest of this and the next section we restrict our discussion to the 
case n= 1. For convenience, we set u=ul, a: =a:, Z(m)=Z,(m), 
Z*(m) = Z:(m), Z( -j; m,, m2) = Z( -j)mlZ*( -j)m* for j> 0 and 
m, , m2 > 0. Then we have 
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THEOREM 5.12. Q vc1, is spanned by the set 
{2(-j;m,,m,)2(-j’:m;,m;)...Z*(0)”u,~ -j< -j’... <o, 
mi, ml, . . . . m > 0; j, j’, mi, m(, m E Z}. 
ProoJ Set 
u, = cu,, 
U,= (Z(-j;m,,m,)Z(-j’;m~,m~)~~~Z*(O)”u,~ -j< -j’< ... CO, 
mi, ml, . . . . m>,O;m,+m,+ ... +m<k). 
By (5.24), it suffices to prove that U, .0 U,,, is RZ .(,,-invariant. 
Since h(0) uO= 1/2u,, du,, = D(0) uO= 1/8u,, by Lemma 5.5 we can see 
that U,,, is h 0 @d-invariant. In the following we prove by induction on m 
that for j E E, 
Z(j) u,c Urn+, 
Z*(j) urn= urn+,. 
(5.25) 
Assume m =O. If j>O, Z(j) q,=O, Z*(j) u,=O; if j=O, Z(0) u,=O, 
Z*(O) u. = a*(O) u. E U, ; if j < 0, Z(j) uo, Z*(j) u. E U,. So (5.25) holds for 
m = 0. Now we suppose that m 2 1 and (5.25) holds for m - 1. 
For k>O, p>O, put 
u,,-,={x~&:dx=(1/8-p)x}. (5.26) 
Clearly, Uk = 0, 2 o U,,-,. We will also by induction on p > 0 prove that 
Z(j) urn,-, c urn+ I 
z*(j) urn,-,c Urn+,. 
(5.27) 
If p = 0, u,,o = @uo, (5.27) holds. Now we suppose pa 1 and (5.27) holds 
for q > p, q > 0. We will prove that (5.27) holds for p. Let u E U,,,-p, then u 
can be written as 
u=Z(-i;O,m,)Z(-i’;m;,m;)...u, 
=Z(-i;O,m,)u’ m,>O 
or 
u=Z(-i;m,,m,)Z(-i’;m;,m;).-.u, 
=Z(-i;m,,m,)u’ ml>@ 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
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where 
First we prove that if u is as in (5.28), (5.27) holds. Consider Z(j) U. If 
j< -i, by the definition of U,,, +, we have seen that Z(j) u E U,, i. If 
j> -i, from (5.16) we know that 
Z(j)Z*(-i)-Z*(-i)Z(j)-(j-l)Z*(-i+l) 
+Z*(-i-l)Z(j+l)=J,. 
Therefore 
Z(j)u=Z(j)Z*(-i)u” 
=Z*(-i)Z(j)u”+Z(j-l)Z*(-i+l)o” 
+6,iu”-Z*(-i-1)Z(j+1)u”, (5.30) 
where u”=Z(-i;O,m,-l)u’EU,-,. From the induction hypothesis on 
m, we know that Z(j) u”, Z*( -i+ 1) u”, Z(j+ 1) U”E U,. However, j, 
j+l, -i+l> -i, Z(j)u”, Z(j+l)u”, Z*(-i+l)u”E$,,,U,,_,. So 
by the induction hypothesis on p and the fact that U,,, _ , c U,,, c U,,, + , , the 
right side of (5.30) is a sum of vector in U, + i , and hence Z(j) u E U,,, + I. 
Then consider Z*(j) u. If j< -i, the inclusion follows the definition of 
U m+ ,. If j< -i, using 
kFO(Z*(j-k)Z*(-i+k)-Z*(-i-k)Z*(j+k))=O (5.31) 
and arguing as before, we see that Z*(j) u E U,,, + 1. 
Now we prove that when u is as in (5.29), (5.27) holds. The inclusion for 
the cases Z(s), SE Z, and Z*(j), j# -i is demonstrated as above. So it 
remains to prove the inclusion for Z*( -i). Set. 
u”=Z(-i;m,-l,m,)...u,. 
Then U” E U, _ i and 
Z*(-i)u=Z*(-i)Z(-i)u” 
=Z(-i)Z*(-i)u”+Z*(-i-l)Z(-i+l)u” 
+Z(-i-l)Z*(-i+l)u”. (5.32) 
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By the induction hypothesis on m, we see that .Z*( -i) u”, Z*( -i+ 1) v”, 
Z( -i+ 1) U”E U,. Note that Z*( -i+ 1) v”, Z( -i+ 1) V”E Q&<,, U,,-,. 
By the induction hypothesis on p, we know that Z( ( - i - 1) Z*( - i + 1) v”, 
Z*(-i-l)Z(-i+l)u”~U,+,. Wehaveproved thatZ(-i)U,cU,+,. 
Hence Z*(-i)ucU,+l. This concludes the proof. 
6. THE BASIS OF THE VACUUM SPACFLY FOR 
SOME NONSTANDARD A ‘,I)-MODULES 
In this section we find the basis of Q,o,. For this we must find some new 
relations of refined Z-operators which are independent from the generalized 
commutation relation. It is convenient to introduce the Schur functions 
P,(q), k E Z, cp E h by the following exponential generating functions: 
E+(cp> 5)= c P,(v) rk 
k>O 
(6.1) 
E-(% t) = 1 p-k(q) t-k. 
k20 
Clearly, Pk(cp) is a homogeneous polynomial with degree k and variables 
d 11, ..-, p(k), and P-k(p) is a polynomial with degree k and variables 
cp( - 1 ), .-a, cp(-k) for ka0. 
Since 
45,)=E-(-h, 51)z(r,)E+(-h, <I) 
a*(h) = E-W, lz) z*(52) E+(h, E+), 
(6.2) 
then 
45,) a*(L) 
=E-(-h, 51)z(tl)E+(-k 5,)E-(hs 52)z*(5*)E+(h L) 
=(l-r,/&)E-(-h, r,)E-(h,r,)Z(r,)Z*(r,)E+(-h> 51)E+(f4 52). 
Similarly, 
a*(<11 452) = (1 - 51/tJ E-v4 51) E-(-k 52) 
x z*(51) Z(L) E+(h rl) E+(-k c;,). 
Let k>O, then 
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a( -k) a*(k) 
= c Pn,( --A) Pm,@) Z(h) z*(Q) Pn,( -h) en,(~) n1+n2+nj= -k 
ml+m2+m,=k 
“,,??I, i 0 
n,,m, 2 0 
- c Pn,( -h) Pm,(h) Zb2) z*Fd Pn,( -h) Pm,(h) 
n,+n2+n,= -k-l 
m~+m2+m3=k+l 
n,,m, d 0 
nj,nq > 0 
= A/c-A/c+,, (6.3) 
where 
A,= c Pn,(-A) Pm,@) Z(h) z*(m2) Pn,( -h) Pm,(h). 
n,+q+n,= -k 
m,+m2+mj=k 
“,,rnl < 0 
mm,  3 0 
If we set 
AZ= c PJ-w P,,(W z*b,) m,) Pn,(-h) Pm,(h) 
n, + nt f n, = k 
m,+m2+m,= -k 
n,,m, GO 
mm3 > 0 
we also have 
a*( -k) a(k) = AZ - A$+ 1. (6.4) 
PROPOSITION 6.1. 
h(O) = 1/2(A, + A,* + A, + A:). (6.5) 
Proof. 
h(0) = l/2(40) a*(O)a*(O) a(0)) + 1 (a*( -k) a(k) + a( -k) a*(k)) 
k>O 
=1/2(A,-A,+A,*+A:)+ 1 (Ak-Ak+l+A;-A;+I) 
k>O 
=1/2(A,+A,*+A,+A:). 
In the following we will find the similar expressions for h(p), p # 0, p E Z. 
Let k # 0, then 
481/120/2-6 
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a(k - 1) a*(k) 
= c Pn,( -h) Pm,(h) -w2) z*cm21 Pn,( -A) pm, (h) 
n, + n2 + n, = k ~ 1 
m,+m~+m,=k 
n,,m, GO 
“3-W > 0 
- c 
n, + “2 + “3 = k - 2 
Pn,( -h) P,,(h) Z(n2) z*w P,,(-h) P,,(h), 
ml+mz+mj=k+l 
n,.m, 60 
n3,mj a0 
a*(k - 1) a(k) 
= c Pn,( -h) Pm,(h) z*(m,) an,) Pn,( -h) P,,(h) 
n,+nz+n3=k 
ml+m2+mj=k-1 
n,,m, < 0 
np.m3 > 0 
c Pn,( -A) Pm,(h) z*tm21 an21 Pn,( -h) Pm,(h). 
n, + IQ + n3 = k + 1 
ml+m2+m3=kP2 
n,,m, =s 0 
n3.q P 0 
So we have 
h(2k-1)= 1 MP) a*(q): 
p+y=2k-1 
= c 
n,+q+n3=kpl 
Pn,( -h) Pm,(h) a%) Z*(m,) Pn,( -h) L,(W 
ml+m>+m3=k 
“,,rn, GO 
ns,m3ao 
+ c 
n, + n2 + n3 = k 
Pn,( -A) Pm,(h) Z*b,) Z(n2) P”,( -h) P,,(h) 
m,+q+m3=k-I 
n,,m, Q 0 
n3,m3bO 
= c P”,( -h) P,,(h)(*) Pn,( -A) P,,(h), (6.6) 
n, + nz + n3 = k - 1 
mf+m2+m3=k 
“,,rn, 60 
n3,m3>0 
where (*) = Z(Q) Z*(m2) + Z*(m, - 1) Z(n, + 1). Similarly we have 
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h(2k)= c MP) a*(q): 
P+q=2k 
= c U(P) a*(q) + c a*(q) U(P) 
p+q=2k 
PGY 
pfy=lk 
P’Y 
= c P,,(-4 L,(h)(*) P,,(-4 P,,(h), (6.7) 
n, + n2 + n) = k 
ml+m2+mj=k 
nl,ml <cl 
n,,m3.0 
where (*) = Z(n,) Z*(m,) + Z*(m2 - 1) Z(n, + 1). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. 
(a) 2h(0)=Z(O)Z*(0)+Z*(0)Z(O)+Z(-1)Z*(1)+Z*(-1)Z(1), 
(6.8) 
(b) Let k ~0, then 
Z(k- l)Z*(k)+Z*(k- l)Z(k)=O 
Z(k) Z*(k) + Z*(k - 1) Z(k + 1) = 0. 
(6.9) 
Proof. From (6.5) we have 
2h(O)= 1 Pn,(-4 L,(W) &J-h) P,,(h), (6.10) 
n,+n2+n3=0 
ml+m2+mj=O 
“,,rn, co 
n3,m3,0 
where 
(*) = z(n2) Z*(m2) + Z*(m2) Z(n,) 
+Z(n2-1)Z*(m2+1)+Z*(m2-l)Z(n,+l). (6.11) 
For any u in QyC1), we consider the actions of two sides of (6.10). Note that 
if n3 > 0 or m3 > 0, P,,( - h) P,,,,(h) u = 0. So we have 
2h(O) v= c P,,(-h) Pm,(h)(*) 0 
n,+n2=0 
ml+m2=0 
“,.rn, GO 
+c P,,(-h) P,,(h)(*) 0, n,+nz=o m,+m2=0 
n,,m, so n,+m,<O (6.12) 
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where (* ) is defined as in (6.11). So we have 
2h(O) u = (Z(0) z*(o) + z*(o) Z(0) + Z( - 1) z*( 1) + z*( - 1) Z( 1)) u. 
(6.13) 
Since u is arbitrary in a,,,,, we get the result 
2h(O)=Z(O) z*(o)+z*(o) z(o)+z( -1) z*(l)+z*( -1)2(l). 
Using (6.6) and (6.7) and arguing as above we can get (b). 
In fact, using the method as before we can get more new relations of 
relined Z-operators. However, it is enough to find the basis of fiVC,, by 
(6.8) and (6.9). We do not intend to write down more new relations. 
LEMMA 6.3. 52 “(,, is spanned by the set 
{Z,,(n,)..-Z,,(nk) ~,IEi~{a,a*},niE~,n,~n,~ ... <n,<O, 
nk = 0 zj-and on/y if Ek = a*; ifni = n,, 1, ~~ = Ed+, ; 
ifn,+ 1 =ni+i, theneither&i=Ei+lor&i=a*andEi+l=a.}. (6.14) 
Proof: From Theorem 5.12 we know that 52 yC1j is spanned by 
{z(-j;m,,m,)Z(-j’;m;,m;)~~~Z*(0)”u,~ 
-jc -jr< ... -cO;mi,m: ,..., m>O). 
Equation (6.9) tells us that Z(k - 1) Z*(k) = - Z*(k - 1) Z(k), 
-Z(k) Z*(k)=Z*(k- 1) Z(k+ 1). So 51,(,, is spanned by the indicated 
set. 
To prove that the set given in Lemma 6.3 is a linear independent set, we 
introduce two subsets A i , A, of A( 1 ), where A, is the associative algebra 
generated by 
(a(m) u*(m), u(m) a*(m + 1) 1 m E Z, m < 0}, 
and A, is spanned by 
{5(nl) . ..Ek(nk)lEiE {a, a*}, n, < . . . nk < 0; nk = 0 if and only if 
Ek=a*; if ni=ni+l, ~~=q+~; if ni+ 1 =ni+l, either &,=a* and 
&i+ 1 =a or Ei=Ei+,}. (6.14’) 
From the definition we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.4. 
V(l)=A,A,u,. (6.15) 
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From (5.6) and (5.7) we see that A, is a h 0 Cd-module with the actions 
as follows: 
h=O heh 
d: da(k) u*(k) = 2ku(k) u*(k) 
da(k) u*(k + 1) = (2k + 1) u(k) u*(k + 1). 
Clearly K( - 1) can be thought of as h @ @d-module. Consider a map rr. 
7T: zq-l)+A, 
a(k) a*(k) m=2k (6.16) 
h(m) H u(k) u*(k + 1) m=2k+l 
m < 0. 
For arbitrary h(n,) ... h(n,), set 
x(h(n,)...h(n,))=x(h(n,))...Ic(h(n,)). (6.17) 
LEMMA 6.5. IL is an isomorphism of h 0 @d-modules and 
ch(K(-l))=chA,. (6.18) 
Proof: Since h E h has a trival action on both A, and K( - 1 ), Irh = hz d 
is a degree operator, and we also have zd = dz. Clearly R is a linear 
isomorphism of K( - 1) and A,. So we get the results. 
Since 
we have 
From (6.15) we have 
ch(V(l))=chA, ch(A,u,). 
so 
W-Jq,,) = cW,uo). (6.19) 
Combining (6.14), (6.14’) and (6.19) we get the main theorem of the 
paper. 
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THEOREM 6.6. The set 
{Z,,(n,)“‘Z,,(nk)u,IEiE {a~a*}~ njEZ> n]<n,d “’ 6nk<O, 
n,=O if and only if Ek=a*; if ni=ni+,, E~=E~+~; if 
ni+ l=ni+l, then either .zi = Ed+, or &i = a* and E,, 1 = a} 
is a basis of Qvc,,. 
From the definition of p( 1) and V’( 1) we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Qylclj has a basis 
{Z&)-4,( k) 01 j { n u E E a,a*},njEZ;k=i(mod2);n,< ... 
<nk<O; n,=O fund only ifEk=a*; ifnj=nj+,, E~=E~+,; if 
nj+l=nj+,,either~j=~j+I or~~=a*and~~+,=a} i=O,l. (6.20) 
7. THE VACUUM SPACES FOR CERTAIN NONSTANDARD CL')-MODULES 
In this section we use the results we obtained on the A ‘,*)-module V( 1) to 
give a basis of SZ,+). 
Let Ai, (i= 1, . . . . n) be the subalgebra of A(n) generated by a,(k), a,*(k), 
k E Z. Then 
A(n)= 6 Ai. (7.1) 
i= 1 
Set 
Zi={Z~,(n)~~~ZEk(nk)~~jE{ai,a,*}, njEiZ; n,< ... <n,<O; 
nk = 0 if and only if ~~ = a:; if nj = nj+ 1 ; ~~ = Ed+, ; if nj + 1 = 
n,,,, either E~=E~+, or ~~=a: and ~~+~=a~) i=l,...,n. (7.2) 
THEOREM 7.1. The set Z, -..Z,,q, is a basis of Q,,,. 
Proof. Let h; = {hi(k) (k < 0} and U(h, ) be the universal enveloping 
algebra of h;. From the discussion in Section 6 we have 
A$, = U(h; ) z,v,. (7.3) 
Since 
C-4,, 4J = 0 for p # q, 
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we have 
V(n) = A(n) u,, 
=A1-*.A,uo 
= U(h;).-.U(h,)Z, . ..Z.,q,. (7.4) 
Thus 
sz v(n)= (Z, . ..Znuo) 
= (Z,) ... (Z,) ug. (7.5) 
Since the actions of Zi and Zj for i # j commute on $2 ,+), and Z,u, is a 
linear independent set, Z, . . . ZnuO is the basis of 52 ,,(nJ. 
Denote Z”, Z’, respectively, as even set and odd set of Z, . . . ZnuO 
according to the parity of the number of relined Z-operators applied to u. 
in a monomial expression. 
COROLLARY 7.2. 
(a) Z1...Znuo=ZouZ1, 
(7.6) 
(b) The set Z’ is a basis of D,,,(,,, i=O, 1. 
8. STRUCTURE OF SOME NONSTANDARD MODULES FOR gl(n)(‘) AND A!,'!, 
In this section we consider V(n) as g/(n)“‘-module or ALi? ,-module and 
discuss its module structure. 
First we consider V(n) as gl(n)(‘)-module. From Theorem 3.4 we see that 
as a g/(n)“’ -module V(n) has irreducible decomposition 
W)= @ wk, 
keZ 
where 
V(~Z)~= (ai,(n,)~~~ai~(n,)a~(m,)~~~a,~mr)uoIs- t=k, 
l<i,, jy~n,ni,mjEZ,ni<O,mj~O). (8.1) 
Clearly gl(n)“) and C(r) have the same Heisenberg subalgebra k’. So 
gl(n)“‘-module still has”the decomposition 
V(n) 2 K( - 1) oc Q V(n). (8.2) 
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Let x E Z, ... Z,. We define a number E(X) with x such that 
[h(O), x] = E(X) x. 
Clearly E(X) E H. Set 
Qk,,“, = {XU,lXEZ, -dz,,E(X)=k}. (8.3) 
From (3.18), (3.19), (8.2), (8.3), and Theorem 7.1, we get the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. Qkvcn, is a basis of Q.,,,k. 
In order to discuss the structure of A:‘!,-module V(n) we observe the 
structure of A,+, in A(n). 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Set 
H=(h,-h,,h,-h3 ,..., h,-l-h,), (8.4) 
where hi is defined as in (2.6). Then 
H@ 1 :a,aF: 
1 < i, j =G n
i# j 
(8.5) 
is subalgebra of g,(n) which is isomorphic to A,-, with Cartan subalgebra H. 
By Proposition 8.2 we can naturally consider AL’?, as the subalgebra of 
d(n) (I). Set 
H = C(h, + ... + h,). w-9 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let V be an irreducible highest weight gl(n)“‘-module 
with a highest weight vector v and have the decomposition 
Vr U(L)@, 0, (8.7) 
with respect to the Heisenberg subalgebra g’ of gl(n)“‘. Then as a AAll, 
module V is completely reducible and has a decomposition 
VE U(H-)@ c U(H-) f?, 
z @ U(H-)@~h(-1)“‘h(-2)“2~..Q. 
‘“;‘y 
?I, 2 0 
(8.8) 
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with respect to the Heisenberg subagebra H’ of A!‘!, and U(H-) mC 
h( - 1)“’ h( - 2)“2 . . . C? y is irreducible highest weight ALI!. ,-module with the 
highest weight vector h( - 1)“’ h( - 2)“* . . . u, where H- = (x(m) 1 m < 0, 
XEH), H_=(x(m)ImcO, XEH) andh=h,+h,+ . . . +h,. 
Proof. The decomposition (8.8) follows the decompostion 
U(6-)z U(H-)@ U(H-), 
so we need only to prove that U(H-) @ h( - l)“lh( -2)“* ... Sz, is an 
irreducible A!‘? ,-module. Since 
gl(n)=A,-,O@h 
CA,-,, hl =‘A 
so we have 
gl(n)“‘=A”1,~(~~@h(i)) 
CA”!,, h(i)] =0 n iEZ. 
(8.9) 
(8.10) 
Thus 
V= U(gl(n)“‘) u 
= U(H-) U(A;YI) u. 
This means that U(A$‘? ,) u = U( H- ) @I L2 y is an irreducible A!‘_ ,-module. 
From (8.10) we know that for any series (n,, n2, . ..). n,E Z, nia 0, 
U(H- ) @ h( - 1 )“I h( -2)“* . . . Q ,, is an irreducible Ai11 ,-module with the 
highest weight h( - 1 )“I h( - 2)“* . *a u. 
If we apply Proposition 8.3 to V(n) we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.4. As an A!,‘? 1 -module, V(n)’ has decomposition 
V(n)k g U(H- ) OC U(H _ ) Q VCn+ 
z @ U(H-)@I, h(-1)“’ h(-2)“2...f2,/Y(n+ 
(mnt....) 
ll,EZ 
4 > 0 
with respect to the Heisenberg subalgebra H’ of A!,‘!, and U(H- ) @I 
h( -l)“‘h( -2)“2...f2vC,yl is an irreducible highest weight A!‘, , -module 
with the highest weight vector h( - 1 )“I h( - 2)“2.. . a:( - 1) u. for k > 0; 
h( - 1 )“I h( - 2)“* . . . a,, *-k(O) u for k < 0, and with the highest weight 
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-1/2ti,+k&,+(n/8-k-n,-2n,- . ..)d for kb0; -l/2 6,-k&,+ 
(n/8 -n, - 2n, - . . . ) d for k < 0. Furthermore its vacuum space is 
h( - 1)“’ h( - 2)“* . . . Sz vCnJk with a basis h( - 1 )“I h( - 2)“* . . . Qk,,,,. 
9. APPLICATION TO SOME PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we identify V( 1) with a polynomial ring with infinitely 
many variables. Naturally, h(m), Xz8(m), X,,(m) will be realized as 
operators on the ring. Let 
R=@[Xip yi-1, i3 l] (9.1) 
and n be a linear map from R to V( 1) such that 
7~: R+ l’(1) 
X?’ 1, . ..XTY.Y’ . ..yTrHa(-i.)“l ..-a( -is)“za*(-j,)m~ . ..a*( -j,)ml~oa 
(9.2) 
Then rc establishes a linear isomorphism between R and V( 1). Denote DR 
as associative algebra generated by operators 
acting on-R. Then 
rd: DR+A(l) 
j$- -a*(i) i>l 
, 
awa(i) 
aYi 
ia 
xi++a*( -i) ial 
yit+a*( -i) i>O 
(9.3) 
(9.4) 
establishes an isomorphism of associative algebras DR and A(1). If we 
consider both DR and A(1) as Lie algebra, then rc’ is an isomorphism of 
Lie algebras. 
By maps n and 72’ as well as Theorem 3.1 we have 
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LEMMA 9.1. Let m > 0. Set 
h(m)= f xi- 
i=m+l 
X,,(m)=2 f x. 
i=m+l 
I--$+ ,r $jj& I r-0 I m  I 
X*,(O)= & *+2 f Xi? 
( > i-1 aYi 
X*,(-m)=2 f Xi,,$+mf’X,X,, 
i=O 1 i=l 
a 
X-,,(m)= -2 f yipm&+yfl?- 
i=m , r=l axiax,-i 
x-28(“)=Yi-2 ir, Yi& 
I 
X-,,(-m)= -2 f y. 
i= 1 
l+nz&.+ ,f YiYm-i 
1 I=0 
c= -1 
Then these operators are well defined on R and span a Lie subalgebra of 
End(R) (End is a Lie algebra with bracket [A, B] = AB- BA for A, B in 
End(R)) which is isomorphic to A{‘). 
By straightforward computation we can also prove the above lemma. 
COROLLARY 9.2. 
a v(~)= {f~RIh(m)f=O,m>O). (94 
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If we express Z(k), Z*(k) in xi, yi_, , a/ax,, a/@_, for k E Z and i> 0, 
from Theorem 6.6 and Corollary 9.2 we see that we have given all polynomial 
solutions of partial differential equations 
h(m)f =0 m > 0. (9.7) 
THEOREM 9.3. The set 
{Z,(n,)~~~Z,(n,)~lIZ,(n,)E{Z(n,),Z*(n,)>, niEZ, n,Gn,... 
< nk < 0, nk = 0 tf and only tf Z,(n,) = Z*(n,); lf n, = ni+ ,, 
Z,(n,) = Zi+ I(ni+ ,); if n,+ 1 = ni+ 1, then Zi(ni) = Z*(n,) and 
Zi+I(ni+1)=Z(ni+l) or Zi(ni)=Z(ni) and Zi+l(ni+t)= 
Z(ni+l) or Zi(ni)=Z*(ni) and Zi+l(ni+,)=Z*(ni+,,} 
(9.8) 
is a basis of the vector space of solutions of the system 
h(m)f=O m>O,fER. (9.9) 
In the rest of the section we discuss the properties of the solution space 
of (9.7). In fact we study the invariance of the solution space under the 
actions of some important operators. 
Let 6 be a linear isomorphism from R to itself as follows: 6: R + R 
q . . . x: y;; . ..y~.(-l)mO+'~'+m~X~...x~~";yY;fl...y~-l, 
(9.10) 
then it is easy to show the relations 
6h(p) + h(p) 6 = 0. (9.11) 
The operators D(m) for m E Z [ 1 ] are defined to be the components of 
the generating function 
D(r)=1/8- c (k-m/2):a(k)a*(m-k):<” 
k.mEZ 
= 1 D(m) <“. (9.12) 
rnEZ 
By (9.2), (9.4), and Proposition 14 of Cl] we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 9.4. For m, k E E, we have 
(4 
$+, f T-i Xj-mj$ 
r=m+l ( ) I 
( ) aa mm. +f t-i __-- c( ) a aymeiaxi i=m T-’ yi-“ayi m>O i= 1 
D(m) = d m=O 
m+l m  
+ 1 y-i YiXi-m- 1-i yimm=& 
( 1 
O” m 
I( > 
m < 0, 
i=O i=O 
(9.13) 
(k+m/2)xk-, 
(b) [D(m),xk3={(k+m/2)a,ay~~k k>l 
m-k<0 
m-k>,0 
(9.14) 
-(k+mP) y-k-, k>l 
m+k<O 
m+k>O 
k,O m-k<0 
’ m-k>0 
(9.15) 
k>O 
m+k<O 
m+kaO, 
(c) CD(m), X2Ak)l = kL(m + k) 
CD(m), X-,,(k)1 =kX-dm + k) 
[D(m), h(k)] = kh(m + k) 
[D(m), D(k)] = (k-m) D(m+k)- 1/12(m3 -m) 8,,,-k. 
These relations can be also verified directly. 
(9.16) 
PROPOSITION 9.5. The solution space of (9.7) is invariant by the 
operators D(m) for m > 0 and 6. 
The proposition follows (9.11) and (9.16). 
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